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NEW HIGHWAY 73, NYNÄSVÄGEN

A Road of Opportunities
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A New Method for Building
In the past, Highway 73 between Älgviken and Fors has been one of the
country’s most hazardous road sections. This section of highway, which
wound through the landscape, was referred to as the “Death Road”. It is
now being replaced by a completely new road, which has already been
given many names based on its ability to open new perspectives in several respects. “A road of opportunities”, “a road to the future” or “a dream
road” is now taking shape in the beautiful Södertörn countryside.
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Roads – on Nature’s Terms
Södertörn is being given an opportunity to develop. At the same time, ferry passengers, residents
and commuters will have a safer and more accessible road link to and from Stockholm. The construction of the highway marks the realisation of new concepts for cautiously building roads in a
landscape that is rich in nature and culture.
The new road has been adapted to the landscape to ensure that the impact on Södertörn’s valuable nature and cultural areas is minimised. In addition to creating safer crossings for wildlife,
the environment has been enhanced in several cases to provide greater opportunities for
animals to thrive along the road. The natural environment has also been protected.
Groundwater catchments are protected by lined ditches and water from the road is
collected and cleaned before being released into sensitive waterways.
A road has been built that, in many ways, is unique for its comprehensive approach to nature, wildlife and people.

Here we will explain how.

This is New Highway 73
• 25 km of highway
• Five interchanges and 33 bridges
• 35 km of local and private roads
• First 6 km stretch of new highway opened on 24 May 2009
• On 26 September 2009, a total stretch of 19 km was opened
• Final stretch will be opened for traffic in December 2010
• New highway will be completed summer 2011
• Cost: SEK 1.8 billion including indexation
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A Unique Comprehensive Approach
that Does Not Cost More
A new highway always entails an encroachment on the natural and cultural environment. In the mid-1990s, environmental issues began to have a more evident impact on
the various road projects of the Swedish Transport Administration.

Portions of Södertörn are included in Stockholm’s green
areas, which serve as key locations for outdoor life and are
of general conservation interest. When planning
the new Highway 73, a great deal had to
be protected, including large areas of
unspoiled and untouched nature for
hiking, cycling, fishing and picking berries and mushrooms.
Horse pastures and bridle
paths can also be found
along the road. The rolling and varied landscape
is favoured for orienteering, and several
national orienteering
competitions are held
in the area.

Conscious Road
Architecture
In designing Highway
73, road architecture and
adaptation to the surrounding landscape were
focal points right from the
start. Close cooperation between
landscape architects and road engineers resulted in a highway inspired
by the US parkway concept that lets the
road and landscape interact to create uniform road
architecture. Along the entire highway, it is evident how the
road has been folded into the existing landscape between
ridges and across valleys, over which the road passes on
causeways, giving motorists a fantastic view. In certain sections, the median strip widens so that the north and southbound lanes are separated from each other, thereby further

strengthening integration with the landscape before meeting again. Noise barriers are painted in a shade of black that
makes them appear to be part of the surrounding
landscape.

Environmental Consideration in Every Detail
The design of Highway 73
was based on a unique
and comprehensive
approach. The desire to
retain and enhance the
natural and cultural
values was as important as the more
self-evident need to
build a safe road that
would contribute to
regional development.
Environmental considerations thus shaped
all design aspects of the
project, both major and
minor.

Awareness Costs Nothing
Creating a road that is adapted to
sensitive natural and cultural values need
not result in major additional costs. It is primarily
a matter of environmental adaptation and environmental
awareness on the part of everyone involved in the project.
Awareness of environmental issues is absolutely critical
in determining the road’s environmental impact on the
landscape. The goal for Highway 73 was to minimise its
encroachment on nature.
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A Road in Harmony
with Wildlife
and Nature
The highway passes through a landscape with many types of nature that is
dominated by rolling hills, cliff formations and older meadow and pasture land.
The varied flora and fauna include many rare and threatened species. Birdlife
is rich, with white-tailed eagles, ospreys, harriers, golden eagles, herons and
cranes. The highway extends across the large Lässmyran bird sanctuary.
Södertörn’s abundant nature is also home to elk, wild boar, lynx and deer.
Improved Conditions for Several Species

Sensational Archaeological Finds

The road crosses several of the county’s most valuable waterways, which are home to beavers and otters. Muskån River
features a natural strain of sea trout that is genetically pure,
and therefore, very valuable. The waterways are also home to
pike, ide, stickleback and eel.
Protection of animals and plants was included in the planning of the road. In addition, special measures were taken
to improve the species’ living conditions, propagation and
mobility. For example, new living environments were created
for frogs and sea trout. To protect sensitive waterways, dirty
water from the road is collected and cleaned before being
released.

Prior to starting work on the road, extensive excavations were
performed, during which archaeologists made nearly 200,000
finds. Several of them were surprising, some even sensational.
The excavations provided new knowledge of ancient travel
routes in Södertörn from the Stone Age through the 1700s.
These finds are presented in the book Vägen fram (“The Way
Forward”), in which archaeologists discuss their discoveries,
reflections, scientific methods and analyses.
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A Major Step for Södertörn
A conflict of interests often arises between regional development and conservation
of natural and cultural environments. That the new highway was necessary for the
expansion of Södertörn was beyond doubt. The challenge was to simultaneously
create solutions that minimised the impact on some areas and even strengthened
environmental values. This demanded a strong focus on environmentally sound
solutions from both an ecological and aesthetic point of view.
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For many years, inadequate highway connections have
restricted development on the Island of Gotland and in
Södertörn and created a regional imbalance in the greater
Stockholm area. Expansion of the highway has, therefore,
been under discussion since the beginning of the 1950s.
The new highway will be vitally important for regional
development. Even before the highway was opened, the decision had been made to invest SEK 15 to 20 billion in southern
Södertörn. At the same time, ferry passengers, commuters

and residents along the highway will have a safe and effective
road link to Stockholm.
The new section of Highway 73 is being built in three stages.
In May and September 2009, the first two were opened. The
final stretch will be will be opened in December 2010. The highway construction has been adapted to the environment to create
a “road of opportunities”.
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More Appealing, Better for Animals
and People, Better Suited to the
Environment and Safer for Traffic…
Highway 73 was built according to a completely new technical standard for
highways – a four-lane highway. This is a narrower variant of highway that
allows gentler and smoother adaptation to the sensitive landscape. Its design
includes components that were inspired by parkways in the US.
Highways are perceived as monotonous and tiring, and thus affect road
safety. The design of the new highway is intended to create an appealing
road that flows with the landscape in changing ways, offering beautiful
views over a landscape that, in places, is dramatic. Travelling on Highway 73
should be an experience.

…New Highway 73 is
Everything at Once
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Överfors Interchange
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Local roads and regional cycling paths Shoulders
are marked with a contrasting red surface
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Local road and regional cycling paths
through Landfjärden
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Bridge over Highway 73
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Private road to Nederfors
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Private road over Highway 73
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New Road Promotes
Biodiversity in a Beautifully
Situated Cultural Landscape
Valuable Man-Made Environmental Areas
The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency has produced
action programmes for the most severely threatened wildlife
and plant species living in the farming landscape. The Swedish Biodiversity Centre, the national research centre for biodiversity, analysed the programmes, which are focused on vascular plants and insects in farming land. The analysis showed
that the most valuable environments for threatened species
are man-made areas, what are known as infrastructural biotypes. The roadsides and ditches that are formed while building a new road, for example, produce new living environments
for threatened species and can play a crucial role in the survival of a species.

Preserves and Recreates New Living Environments
When new roads are being planned, the aim is to create structures that promote biodiversity. It is a matter of preserving
and creating new living environments to protect the different animal and plant species. Some areas are left untouched
and open, while others are planted based on the location’s and
species’ conditions.

Meadow Flowers Planted
According to Location and Climate
Each location’s unique opportunities will be preserved by a
variety of plants being sown and planted along the highway in
spring 2011. Five to ten different types of seed mixtures, all of
which are adapted to the environment and conditions, will be
used for the different types of landscape. A southward-facing
location needs vegetation that can cope in a dry climate, while
more moist and nutrient-rich land offers a good environment
for rich flower growth.

Wild thyme will be planted.

Insects and Butterflies
on the Embankment at Överfors
A steep embankment, what is known as a road cut, was
formed at the Överfors interchange during construction. The
southern location of the embankment and sandy soil have created a new habitat in which insects can survive. A meadow
seed mixture will be sown to firm up the soil and protect
the embankment from rain, for example. Wild thyme will be
planted together with the flowery seed mixture, which will
enrich the living environment for insects and butterflies.

Flowering Roadsides and Ditches
The seeds that will be sown along the roadsides are species
that benefit from regular haymaking. Meadow haymaking
was previously widespread throughout Sweden as a means of
obtaining fodder for animals, but today it is almost non-existent. Haymaking along the roads, thus, helps preserve flowering roadsides and ditches.
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New highways always entail an encroachment on nature.
Thanks to a new type of road building, biodiversity can
benefit and the environment can improve.
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Special Crossings for Large and Small Animals
To minimise the highway’s impact on wildlife movements, a large
number of crossings have been created for large and small
animals alike. Several wildlife crossings have been constructed along the highway, including a soil-covered,
wooded eco-duct over the highway and gateways
for large animals, smaller gateways for small
animals and landscape bridges. Wildlife fencing guides animals to the crossings.

Crossings for Frogs
In areas where the highway crosses wetlands,
special frog crossings have been designed. In two
locations along the new Highway 73, additional wetlands have been created to promote diversity. Fish-free
wetlands are important and uncommon environments
in the landscape that often have a favourable impact
on the diversity of frogs, toads and wetland insects.

Wetlands Secured
To protect the Lässmyran wetland, the Swedish Road Administration
built a dam, which guarantees that there will always be water in the
wetlands. The dam also ensures a minimum water flow in the Kolbotten River that drains the wetlands. This benefits sea trout, for
example, which were previously forced down to the Muskån River
when the wetland dried out during the summer.
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Wildlife Fencing for the Safety of Wildlife and Motorists
To guide wildlife to the animal crossings, virtually the entire
highway is protected by fencing. Fine-meshed fencing has been
installed near the crossings to guide small animals, such as badgers and foxes, to the safe crossings. Guide rails help frogs find the
frog crossings. These solutions will reduce the number of wildlife
accidents, which will also benefit
motorists.

Breeding Ground for Sea Trout
Where the new highway passes over the Muskån River, the
river needed to be diverted into a new channel for a distance
of 150 metres. In planning the new channel together with an
ecologist and a fisheries consultant, a large breeding ground
for sea trout was created. In a similar manner, great consideration was devoted to the environment for aquatic animals
in a number of other locations where the road passes sensitive waterways.

Protection for Red-Listed Insects
During the course of the project, a unique insect fauna was discovered in the discontinued mining pit at Älby. This is home to the red-listed mountain cicada and the
carmine spinner, both of which feed on the red-listed ragwort plant. Certain parts of
the old gravel pit were left untouched to protect these growth areas. During the restoration work in the mining pit, considerable emphasis was placed on re-creating the
structures and environments that enabled the existence of a wide variety of species
of sand-living insects. The mountain cicadas’ existing habitat was protected, while
new environments were created.

Nests for Birds of Prey
Certain birds of prey thrive in a highway environment. Following successful trials further
north on Highway 73, plans are now being prepared to place nests along the new highway.
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A Parallel Road for Relaxation
and Recreation
Parallel with the new highway, a local road was built for local and bus traffic,
slow-moving vehicles and pedestrians and bicycles. The local road is part of a
regional cycling path between Nynäshamn and Stockholm, and it was included
from the start as an integral part of the planning of the new highway.
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Clearly marked, broad shoulders with a contrasting red surface separate pedestrian and bicycle traffic from cars. Speed
is limited to 50 km/h on most of the road.
Several of the bus stops are designed for the disabled. To
reduce car speeds, a few hourglass bus stops will be built,
which prevent cars from passing busses that are standing still
at bus stops.
The slower tempo and pleasant environment create recreational possibilities. The wide shoulders make the road
friendly to cyclists, for example those cycling to and from
the Gotland ferries. The two cycling picnic areas along the

stretch between the Gryt and Överfors interchanges make it
easy for cyclists to take a break.
Several measures have been taken to protect the area’s
biodiversity. Waterways have been restored, and new road
culverts have been built at the Kolbottenån River and Träsksjöbäcken Brook.
The enthralling environment invites both cyclists and motorists to take the time to admire the pretty cultural landscape
and to stop at such tourist attractions as the Muskån River and
well-preserved rune stones.
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Nod – Cycling Picnic Area,
Landmark and Excursion Destination
The old gravel pit at Älby was not in operation when construction on Highway 73 started. Thus after obtaining
permission from Nynäshamn Municipality, the gravel
pit could be used as an interim storage area during the
road’s construction. Rock that was crushed during construction was transported to the gravel pit and then used
for the road extension.
The local road currently goes by the gravel pit, and one
aspect of restoration work involves plans to build the Nod
cycling picnic area.

Nod can
become a welcoming
excursion destination,
landmark and outlook point.
When cycling along the local
road, Nod appears here and there
up on the heights and entices
cyclists with its dramatic shape.
The landmark is located high
up on a hill, with a location that
offers a fantastic view over the
natural landscape.
A pleasant cycling picnic area
next to the Nod landmark will
offer cyclists a place to take a
much-needed break and
experience nature in pleasant
surroundings. The picnic
area will offer proper
tables and WC facilities, as well as
information about
the area.
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Reduced Emissions and Effective
Noise Abatement
What could be done to reduce environmentally hazardous emissions from the
road during selection of construction methods and design? Through various
measures, disturbing noise and contaminants from traffic were both reduced.
Old Asphalt Reused
Asphalt paving from the old road is being recycled and converted into new paving in a mobile asphalt plant. This method
has double benefits: It saves costs, while the need for fewer
transports reduces the environmental impact.

Water from the Road Cleaned
Along the entire highway, special sediment ponds were built
to collect and clean the dirty water from the road before
releasing it into the sensitive waterways. Lined ditches were
constructed to protect the groundwater. The southern area
is home to groundwater catchments in need of protection,
as they serve as reserve catchment areas for drinking water.
Oil separators and emergency safeguards along the highway
must be able to handle a possible tank truck accident that
would otherwise contaminate groundwater catchments or
sensitive waterways.

Noise Protection and Passageways
Extensive measures were taken to provide noise protection to
residents and green areas alike. To allow people to cross the
road, a large number of passageways were built adjacent to
hiking and orienteering areas.
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Bridge abutments often attract graffiti and scrawling.
Accordingly, these have been located under road
embankments whenever possible. The remaining abutment surfaces have been covered
with Vector Walls, which consist of sorted
blasted rock held in place by a steel net.
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33 Bridges with
a Uniform Design
Architecturally Pleasing Concrete Bridges
A total of 33 new bridges are being built along Highway 73.
The bridges that travellers will pass under on Highway 73
have a uniform design. They have also been given a unique
identity to make orientation easier. This identity is based both
on the location’s character and the width and length of the
bridge.

In order for the bridges to appear as elegant and appealing
as possible, their forms have been simplified and the number
of surfaces reduced. Adjusting the proportions architecturally so that travel will be a more appealing and stimulating
experience does not have to cost more. A pleasing and varied
highway also reduces the risk of accidents.
The smaller bridges crossing the highway are V-shaped and
triangular, while the larger bridges have a subtly designed
aerodynamic curvature.
The bridges were designed to harmonise with the highway
and its surroundings. Accordingly, the design varies but follows a common theme. Concrete areas were kept to a minimum. Details are well-developed but discreet, so as not to
disturb or distract motorists.

Architecture Breaks the Monotony
One example of how road architecture can break up a monotonous experience is the broadening of the median strip so that
the north and southbound lanes separate in various locations
to meet up again further down the highway.

Road Embankments that
Harmonise with the Landscape
Instead of mechanically excavating and building road
embankments, they have been adapted to the terrain so that
the highway blends naturally into the landscape. Wherever
possible, the original vegetation has been preserved, and on
surfaces that need to be restored, vegetation has been planted.
Read more about the project at www.trafikverket.se/vag 73

The way in which a road is built is also important for how people who live and work around
the road feel. Together with the Swedish Institute of Public Health, a model was developed on
assignment from the Swedish Government to assess and evaluate public health issues, including consequences for children. This resulted in two reports that were also translated into
English. In 2005, the highway project was selected to represent Sweden within the EU as a
sound example of public health assessments and implementation of measures that improve
public health.

Read more about the project at www.trafikverket.se/vag 73
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New Highway 73

Cycling picnic area
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Highway 73 – an Example of Sound Road Construction

